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CFI objectives
• To measure the interest in addressing:
•

lower cost, short reach, optical PHYs using 100 Gb/s wavelengths

• We do not need to:
•
•
•
•
•

Fully explore the problem
Debate strengths and weaknesses of solutions
Choose a solution
Create a PAR or 5 Criteria
Create a standard

• Anyone in the room may vote or speak
• RESPECT … give it, get it
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Motivation
•

It is attractive to consider shifting from ToR to MoR/EoR architectures,
requiring longer server-attachment links, sometimes including breakout
•
•

•
•
•
•

Server attachment speeds are increasing from 25 and 50 GbE to 100GbE, while number of
servers per rack are decreasing due to higher power dissipation and more auxiliary functions
supporting the server.
Meanwhile, the drive to higher switch ASIC throughput and SerDes rates is increasing the
number of ports per switch.

The first switch-to-switch links for early adopters are short in some regions
This proposed study group would look at short reach (TBD) MMF and/or
SMF PHYs using 100G per wavelength to match emerging 100G SerDes
The motivation is to leverage technology to address the ongoing cost
pressures on optical interconnects in the web-scale datacenter market.
Lower cost solutions occur due to reduced lane/component count or through
enabling higher density solutions.
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What are we talking about?

Transport
Router
Leaf/Spine
MoR/EoR/Leaf

Applications for early
adoption of short-reach 100G
PMDs include connectivity in
Cloud Service Provider data
centers for:
• Server-to-switch
• Accelerator-to-switch
• Switch-to-switch

Server
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Market drivers
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The progress of SerDes technology drives the economics &
evolution of switch fabric speeds & port counts

Y-axis of graph
estimates sales
mix of SerDes
speeds by % by
year

"Scaling the Cloud Network," Andreas Bechtolsheim, OCP Summit 2018
(Annotations on graph by Lingle)
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Chart shows possible timing of some applications of
existing (100m) and proposed short-reach PMDs

Y-axis of graph
estimates sales
mix of SerDes
speeds by % by
year

802.3cm

Use of 100G/lane modules for
server attachment & short SW-SW
Use of 50G/lane SR/SR8
modules for 2x200GbE switching
& 50GbE server attachment
SR8 & SR4.2 modules for
400GbE switching

Proposed
Project
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Servers also move to higher speeds over time
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Optimized architectures evolve with server & switch
technology
• Servers are moving from 25 to 50 to 100 GbE links
• Passive copper reach decreases with increasing lane speed
• As each server becomes more power hungry:
• The number of servers per rack is decreasing
• For example, some designs will move to 24 per rack and even as low as
6 per rack with GPU accelerators
• Some architectures prefer to connect each server to two switches for
redundancy

• Moving server connection from ToR to MoR/EoR may allow higher
utilization of switch ports & lower cost deployment of redundancy
and/or eliminate a tier of switching
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Drive towards higher switch capacity provides higher port
density for server attachment
•
•
•
•
•

State-of-the-art switch technologies can support many 50G or 100G
downlinks
A 12.8T ASIC with 256x50G SerDes pairs can support 32x400GbE,
64x200GbE, or 128x100GbE links, or some combination thereof.
Future 25.6T ASIC with 256x100G SerDes pairs can support twice as
many links
Chassis switches can leverage multiple ASICs with 50G/100G SerDes to
support multiple hundreds of 50G or 100G downlinks from a MoR/EoR
As pointed out by Ghiasi in NGMMF Study Group (Jan 2018), the trends of
increasing switch radix and decreasing server count-per-rack may
combine to favor MoR/EoR architectures over ToR, requiring longer reach.
http://www.ieee802.org/3/NGMMF/public/Jan18/ghiasi_NGMMF_01_jan18.pdf
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Emerging MoR/EoR architectures will require compact
optical cable and ease of breakout over 20-30m

http://www.ieee802.org/3/cd/public/Sept16/
issenhuth_3cd_01a_0916.pdf,
Tom Issenhuth & Brad Booth, Microsoft
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Comments on market need for 100G/λ short-reach
interconnects, from David Piehler (Dell EMC)
•

•

Market need
•

Low-cost interconnect between switches with 32×800G-capacity ports (expected in 2020).

•

Low-cost interconnect for 100G (serial) servers (2021+)

•
•
•

Passive copper cable limited to (1-2?) m. Active copper cable limited to ~ 5m.
A possible 16x50G/λ PMD would have twice the lane count & an unusual higher fiber-count connector.
An 8x100G/λ module would be useful even if maximum distance is 30 m.

Use cases
•

100GBASE-SR (nomenclature TBD)

•

400GBASE-SR4 in quad module

•

Dual 400GBASE-SR4 in octal module

•

SFP112 connections to for next-generation servers.

•
•

Lowest-cost, low-fiber count point-to-point connection for 400G QSFP112 ports
Breakout to 4×100GBASE-SR

•
•

Lowest-cost, low-fiber count point-to-point connection for 2×400G QSFP-DD800 or OSFP112 ports
Breakout to 8×100GBASE-SR
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Comments on need for short reach 100G/wavelength,
from Chongjin Xie (Alibaba)
• Applications:
• AOC (today) for server to ToR connections
• Transceivers for ToR to leaf switch connections
• Distances:
• 100 meters desired
• 50 meters required for transceivers; covers 80% of ToR-LEAF switch links
• 30 meters is currently a space for AOCs at Alibaba
• Server connections will be longer than 2-3m in the future
• Configurations:
• Use of breakout in the future could favor transceivers over AOC in some cases
• Need for breakout depends on network architecture
• Cost & power concerns
• Cost < 50% of DR
• Power consumption ~ 50% of DR
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Switch-to-switch applications benefit from 50m reach target
• Several large data center operators in China propose
that a 50m reach would cover a large percentage of their
ToR to T1 switch links and demonstrate a positive ROI
based on their current deployment of MMF and switching
topologies
•
•
•
•

Company A: 80%
Company B: 40%
Company C: 100%
Company D: 100%
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The ODCC recently completed a study of “Next Generation Data
Center Connections in China” and shares these excerpts (1 of 2)

Courtesy of Liang Guo & Jie Li from CAICT
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The ODCC recently completed a study of “Next generation Data
Center Connections in China” and shares these excerpts (2 of 2)

Courtesy of Liang Guo & Jie Li from CAICT
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Increasing sizes of AI problems require accelerator scale-out
over next 5 years, stressing interconnect speed & reach (1 of 2)
Comms between
GPUs & servers over
16 lanes of PCIe 3.0
over twin-ax copper

Zion is Facebook’s
large-memory unified
training platform
for AI workloads
Eight 100G
QSFP ports

•

ToR

•

8 GPUs on
1 board

•

8 CPUs in 4
server trays

•
•
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Eight 100G
connections from
each cluster to ToR
Four Zion clusters
per rack, with 1.5
Tbyte memory each
If > 1.5 Tbyte
needed, problem can
be spread across
clusters
Connections between
racks occur through
next layer of switch
Ex. Baidu runs 10
Tbyte models now

Increasing sizes of AI problems requires accelerator scale-out
over next 5 years, stressing interconnect speed & reach (2 of 2)
• Demand on compute, memory, and interconnect bandwidth have
each grown by ~10x yr-over-yr recently, in the AI sector
• Ethernet is a good protocol for accelerator cluster interconnects
• In the FB example, 100GbE (4x25G) DAC cables connect each
server/GPU pair to the ToR (OCP Wedge100 w/ 32x100GbE ports).
•
•
•

Scaling a problem out within the rack requires one switch hop
Scaling a problem outside the rack requires three or more switch hops
Future demands may require faster & more efficient interconnects

• Longer reach and higher speed optical Ethernet links will support
larger clusters with flatter interconnects to support larger machine
learning problems of the future
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Why use transceivers? (1 of 2)
•
•

Server attachment rates can be selected by
grouping a number of SR8 ports together as
required with structured cabling
Reusable as lane rates increase

http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/3/NGMMF/
public/Jan18/shen_NGMMF_01_jan18.pdf
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Why use transceivers? (2 of 2)
Supports server-row cabling objectives

•

Move switch from ToR to MoR to better
consume radix (example 192 potential
server connections with a 3:1 contention
ratio)

http://grouper.ieee.org/groups//802/3/NGMMF/publi
c/Jan18/ghiasi_NGMMF_01_jan18.pdf

•

Enable pre-installed overhead cabling that
supports multiple line rate generations
(50/100G)
•
•

•

Attach to overhead cabling with short cords
Repeat installation pattern for all server racks
for installation efficiency of ≤ 5 hours for a
server row - Rich Baca (Microsoft)

Allow breakouts in structured cabling to
support various server data rates
(50/100/200G)

•
•
•
•

Typical server row 16 – 20 cabinets
Cabinets arrive on site with servers installed
Overhead cable is pre-installed with pathway
Simple patching from server to overhead patch panel
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Why not use DACs or AOCs?
•

Inherent limitations of DACs and AOCs
DACs are bulky
•
•

•

DACs too short for MoR switch
•

•

Reach limited to ~ToR switch placement

AOCs require on-site installation
•
•

•

Congest pathways
Difficult to bend and route compared to fiber

AOCs with breakouts even more difficult
•
•

AOC/DAC OFC 2019

Must route transceiver ends thru pathways
Longer AOCs hinder deployment speed
Breakout involves routing multiple transceiver ends
Endpoint location diversity becomes challenging

Number of Servers
/ Speed

Cable Length
Breakout Length

DAC Reach/Size
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Cost & density benefits accrue from higher lane speeds
•

For ~100m (MMF) and ~500m (SMF) applications, 400Gb Ethernet has been
defined as:
•
•
•
•

•

It is proposed here to study short reach links (target length is TBD, but likely
not longer than 50m) optimized for lower cost, lower power, such as:
•
•

•
•

400GBASE-SR16 (16x25G) with 16 fiber pair (fp) cable
400GBASE-SR8 (8x50G) with 8 fp cable
400GBASE-SR4.2 (8x50G) with 4 fp cable
400GBASE-DR4 (4x100G) with 4 fp cable
(100GBASE-DR and 50GBASE-SR are also defined to match, respectively)

SR, SR2, SR4, and/or SR8-style PMDs, based on 100G VCSEL & MMF; BiDi also possible
Single-lane and/or parallel PMDs using lowest-cost 100G/wavelength over SMF

For MMF links, higher speed lanes lead to reduced lane counts, reduced
component counts, reduced complexity, and lower cost than previously
standardized PMDs
Some prefer pluggable transceivers, but lower cost of AOC is attractive to
others. Further study is needed.
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Technical feasibility
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Historically VCSEL-MMF links have advantages for lower
cost and lower power short-reach interconnects
• Relaxed alignment tolerances
• Several microns vs. sub-micron
• Allows passive alignment in module
• Better cost/loss trade-off for connectors

• Connectors more resilient to dirt
• Cleaning SMF connectors is common issue

• Lower drive currents
• 5-10mA vs. 50-60mA

• On-wafer testing
• 802.3cd & .3cm standardized 50G per lane links
• Ethernet does not yet address 100G VCSELs
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PCS & FEC Re-use

• Goal is to re-use existing PCS/FEC/PMAs for this
project
• C2M support from 802.3ck, which reuses
PCS/FEC/PMAs from 802.3cd and 802.3bs
• Uses RS(544,514) FEC with 4:1 bit multiplexing to
support 100G per lane interfaces
• This supports a BER of 2.4x10-4 on the PMD
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Technical Feasibility: 100G Multimode Fiber Link
• Development of 50 Gbd VCSEL is in progress.
• Substantial increase in bandwidth over 25Gbd VCSELs for 400G-SR8 & 400G-SR4.2 achieved.
• Targets low RIN and k-factor to reduce modal noise & MPN penalties in the link.

• 50 Gbd VCSEL can lead to lower cost solution for next-gen short reach optical links.
•
•
•

850 nm wavelength will extend the use of OM3 & OM4 multi-mode fibers.
Equalization (pre-emphasis and Rx FFE) expected to reduce VCSEL bandwidth requirement.
Link simulations suggest feasibility of a 50m OM4 link.
850 nm VCSEL
Higher BW
25 Gbd
VCSEL

Broadcom 100G VCSEL under development
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Technical Feasibility: 100G Multimode PMD (1 of 3)
•
•
•
•

100G (50 GBaud PAM4) VCSEL-based multimode PMD
cost-optimized for ~30 meters reach is technically feasible
Development of 50G VCSELs for 400G-SR8 and 400GSR4.2 transceiver modules have given the implementers
a head start
Development of 100G-capable VCSEL is ongoing
Simulations from models based on early characterization
data show feasibility to ~50 meters
•

•

Based on a well damped, well behaved VCSEL response,
~24 GHz, pre-emphasis (2-tap T-spaced FFE -0.5,1), 5-tap
Rx FFE, 0.6 nm spectral width, 940 nm assumed for
simulations

400G-SR8 demo
OFC 2019

Rx Eye,
Equalized

Development of 50G NRZ multimode transceiver for HighPerformance Computing is progressing well
•

Same signaling rate as 100G PAM4
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Technical Feasibility: 100G Multimode PMD (2 of 3)
•
•
•
•

112G PAM4 VCSEL Tx Eye
Early prototype demonstration
850 nm
56 Gbaud, with 39.8 GHz SIRC filter,
PRBS11
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Technical Feasibility: 100G Multimode PMD (3 of 3)
•

From a link perspective, we have several
options to reduce the burden on VCSEL
bandwidth requirement
•
•
•
•

Stronger post-detection equalization
Improved fiber modal bandwidth
Spectral width
Choice of wavelength: 850 or 940 nm;
market vs. technical considerations

Strawman link budget presented by J. King to INCITS T11.2 in
June Doc # T11-2019-00161-V000.pdf

Summary: We can demonstrate that costeffective 100G/lane multimode PMD for
short reach is technically feasible.
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Re-use of Receiver Components
• Except for the low-cost photodiode, receiver components
for 100G optics are not unique to multimode receivers
• Transimpedance amplifiers and downstream clock
recovery and signal processing circuits will be the same
functions as used in longwave receivers (802.3cu
implementations, for example)
• In fact, such re-use will lead to further improvements in
economies of volume
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Why now?
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There are strong reasons to match ASIC IO to module IO at 100G
CDR
/GB

ASIC

Pluggable
module

RT/ GB/ RGB

ASIC IO

Module IO

Optical IO

IEEE P802.3ck’s CFI:
http://www.ieee802.org/3/cfi/1117_3/CFI_03_1117.pdf

Optical IO

25 Gb/s

50 Gb/s

25 Gb/s

RT

GB

GB

50 Gb/s

RGB

RT

GB

100 Gb/s

RGB

RGB

RT

From M. Nowell, 100G Lambda CFI Consensus

100 Gb/s

Module IO

ASIC IO

• ASIC IO “needs” to increase
• Module IO “advantage” to
match ASIC IO (no
mandatory extra host
device)
• Optical module simplified
when Optical IO matches
Module IO

Module IO
25 Gb/s

50 Gb/s

25 Gb/s

RT

GB

GB

50 Gb/s

RGB

RT

GB

100 Gb/s

RGB

RGB

RT
Simplest

Optional

(vs. Mandatory)

RT: Retimer/CDR GB: Gearbox

100 Gb/s

RGB: Reverse Gearbox
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Beginning a project now on 100G cost-optimized shorter-reach
interconnects roughly coincides with expected roll-out of 100G SerDes,
ramp of 100G servers, and higher switch fabric speeds

Target completion
for IEEE P802.3ck

Target completion
for IEEE P802.3cm
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It is the right time to study whether short-reach PMDs built with 100G
wavelengths meet the IEEE 802.3 criteria for standardization
• It is technically feasible to build lower-cost 100G / wavelength
transceivers with a reach target of possibly 50m on OM4 MMF (TBD)
• Promising applications, in datacenters built by cloud service
providers, include:
•
•

Optics to the server / accelerator
Tier1 to Tier2 switch links

• The 100G per wavelength modules proposed for study could support
100, 200, and 400GbE links:
•
•

Using low cost & power single-mode or multi-mode technologies
In SFP112, QSFP112, and QSFP-DD800 form factors
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Straw Polls
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Straw Poll 1: Call-For-Interest
Should a Study Group be formed to consider lower cost, short reach,
optical PHYs using 100 Gb/s wavelengths?
Y: 55

N: 0

A: 10

Room Count: 65
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Participation
I would participate in the “100 Gb/s per Wavelength
Short Reach PHYs Study Group” in IEEE 802.3.
Tally: 22
My company would support participation in the “100
Gb/s per Wavelength Short Reach PHYs Study
Group” in IEEE 802.3.
Tally: 18
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Back Up
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Call-for-Interest: 100 Gb/s Wavelength Short Reach PHYs
Matching the module I/O rate to the ASIC I/O rate reduces component count and
complexity, leading to lower cost & power optical interfaces. SerDes rates on both switch
ASICs and server network interface cards are expected to move to 100 Gb/s per lane in the
next few years, driving current work in the IEEE P802.3ck and P802.3cu Task Forces.
However, the highest speed, shortest reach PMDs over multimode fiber under
development in Ethernet are built on 50 Gb/s optical lanes.
As the electrical power & interconnect bandwidth of servers & accelerators are increasing,
high-radix switches are also able to connect more servers, creating a trend towards fewer
servers-per-rack and thus longer server attachment connections at 100 Gb/s and higher. At
the same time the achievable passive copper cable reach with 100 Gb/s lanes is expected
by some experts to be shorter than the reach with 50 Gb/s lanes.
In order to develop the lowest cost and complexity optical modules for next-generation
server attachment, as well as shorter switch-to-switch connections, with emerging SerDes
rates, we request a Call-for-Interest to assess support for a Study Group to develop the
PAR and CSD for lower cost, short reach, optical PHYs using 100 Gb/s wavelengths.
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